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About Chapter 

 Exploring the various ways to store, manage, and share 
application data with Android. 

 

 Applications can store and manage data in different ways. 

 

 For example, applications can use a combination of 
application preferences,  

 the file system, and  

 built-in SQLite database support to store information locally 
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Application Preferences 

 Many applications need a lightweight data storage mechanism 
called shared preferences  

  

 Shared preferences are used for  

–  storing application state,  

–  simple user information,  

–  configuration options, and  

–  other such information. 

 

 Android provides a simple preferences system for  

 “Storing primitive application data at the Activity level 

 Preferences shared across all of an application’s activities.” 
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Application Preferences 

 Preferences can’t be shared outside of the package.  

  

 Preferences are stored as groups of key/value pairs. 

 

 The following data types are supported as preference settings: 

 Boolean values 

 Float values 

 Integer values 

 Long values 

 String values 
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Application Preferences 

 Preference functionality can be found in the  
SharedPreferences interface of the android.content package. 

 

 To add preferences support to your application, you must take 

 the following steps: 

 

 1. Retrieve an instance of a SharedPreferences object. 

 2. Create a SharedPreferences.Editor to modify preference 
content. 

 3. Make changes to the preferences using the Editor. 

 4. Commit your changes. 
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Creating Private & Shared Preferences 

 Individual activities can have their own private preferences. 

 

 These preferences are for the specific Activity only and are 
not shared with other activities within the application. 

 

 The activity gets only one group of private preferences. 

 

 Private preference example : 

 SharedPreferences settingsActivity =  
 getPreferences(MODE_PRIVATE); 

Retrieving activity’s 
private preferences 
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Creating Private & Shared Preferences 

 There are two differences while creating sharedpreferences 

– Provide name to preference. 

– Use a different call to get the preference instance. 

 

 Shared preference example : 

 SharedPreferences settings = 

 getSharedPreferences(“MyCustomSharedPreferences”, 0); 
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Searching & Reading Preference 

 To read a preference retrieve the SharedPreferences instance 

 you want to read. 

 

 You can check for a preference by name, retrieve strongly 
typed preferences, and register to listen for changes to the 
preferences. 
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Searching & Reading Preference 

 Important android.content.SharedPreferences Methods 

 

 

  

Method Purpose 

SharedPreferences.contains() Sees whether a specific preference exists by name 

SharedPreferences.edit() Retrieves the editor to change these preferences 

SharedPreferences.getAll() Retrieves a map of all preference key/value pairs 

SharedPreferences.getBoolean() Retrieves a specific Boolean-type preference by name 

SharedPreferences.getFloat() Retrieves a specific Float-type preference by name 

SharedPreferences.getInt() Retrieves a specific Integer-type preference by name 

SharedPreferences.getLong() Retrieves a specific Long-type preference by name 

SharedPreferences.getString() Retrieves a specific String-type preference by name 
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Adding, Updating & Deleting 
Preferences 

 To change preferences, open the preference Editor, make  
changes, and commit them. 

 

Important android.content.SharedPreferences.Editor Methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Methods Purpose 

SharedPreferences.Editor.clear() Removes all preferences. This operation 
happens first, regardless of when it is 
called within an editing session; then all 
other changes are made and committed. 

SharedPreferences.Editor.remove() Removes a specific preference by name. 
This operation happens first, regardless of 
when it is called within an editing session; 
then all other changes are made and 
committed. 
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Adding, Updating & Deleting 
Preferences 

 

 

 

 

  

Methods Purpose 

SharedPreferences.Editor.putBoolean() Sets a specific Boolean-type preference 
by name. 

SharedPreferences.Editor.putFloat() Sets a specific Float-type preference by 
name. 

SharedPreferences.Editor.putInt() Sets a specific Integer-type preference 
by name. 

SharedPreferences.Editor.putLong() Sets a specific Long-type preference by 
name. 

SharedPreferences.Editor.putString() Sets a specific String-type preference 
by name. 

SharedPreferences.Editor.commit() Commits all changes from this editing 
session. 
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Searching & Reading Preference 

 The following block of code retrieves the activity’s private 
preferences, opens the preference editor, adds a long 
preference called SomeLong, and saves the change: 

  

 SharedPreferences settingsActivity = 
 getPreferences(MODE_PRIVATE); 

 SharedPreferences.Editor prefEditor = settingsActivity.edit(); 

 prefEditor.putLong(“SomeLong”, java.lang.Long.MIN_VALUE); 

 prefEditor.commit(); 
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Finding Preferences Data on the 
Android File System 

 Internally, application preferences are stored as XML files. 

 

 You can access the preferences file using DDMS using the File 
Explorer. 

 

 Find these files on the Android file system in the following 
directory: 

 /data/data/<package name>/shared_prefs/<preferences 
filename>.xml 

 

 The preferences filename is the Activity’s class name for 
private preferences or the name you give for the shared 
preferences. 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Each Android application is its own user on the underlying 
Linux operating system.  

 

 It has its own private application directory and files. 

 

 Exploring with the Android Application Directories : 

 

 Android application data is stored on the Android file system 
in the following top-level directory: 

 /data/data/<package name>/ 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Several default subdirectories are created for storing 
databases, preferences, and files as necessary. 

 

 You can also create other custom directories as needed.  

 

 File operators all begin by interacting with the application 
Context object. 

 

 Use all the standard java.io package utilities to work with 
FileStream objects and such. 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Important android.content.Context File and  

Directory Management Methods 

 

 

 

 

Methods Purpose 

Context.openFileInput() Opens an application file for reading.  
These files are located in the /files subdirectory. 

Context.openFileOutput() Creates or opens an application file for writing. 
These files are located in the /files subdirectory. 

Context.deleteFile() Deletes an application file by name. 
These files must be located in the /files subdirectory. 

Context.fileList() Gets a list of all files in the /files subdirectory. 

Context.getFilesDir() Retrieves the application /files subdirectory object. 

Context.getCacheDir() Retrieves the application /cache subdirectory object. 

Context.getDir() Creates or retrieves an application subdirectory by 
name. 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Creating and Writing to Files to the Default Application 
Directory. 

  

 openFileOutput()  Use this method to create files in the 
default location under the application data directory: 

  /data/data/<package name>/files/ 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 For example, the following code snippet creates and opens a 
file called Filename.txt, It writes a single line of text to the file 
and then close the file: 

 

 FileOutputStream fos; 

 String strFileContents = “Some text to write to the file.”; 

 fos = openFileOutput(“Filename.txt”, MODE_PRIVATE); 

 fos.write(strFileContents.getBytes()); 

 fos.close(); 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Data can be appended to the file by opening it with the mode 
set to MODE_APPEND: 

 

  FileOutputStream fos; 

 String strFileContents = “More text to write to the file.”; 

 fos = openFileOutput(“Filename.txt”, MODE_APPEND); 

 fos.write(strFileContents.getBytes()); 

 fos.close(); 

 

 The file we created has the path on the Android file system: 

 /data/data/<package name>/files/Filename.txt 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Reading from Files in the Default Application Directory 

 Following code snippet opens a file called Filename.txt for 
read operations: 

 

 String strFileName = “Filename.txt”; 

 FileInputStream fis = openFileInput(strFileName); 

  

 Reading Raw Files Byte-by-Byte 

 

 DataInputStream is useful for reading one line at a time. 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Here’s a simple example of how to read a text file, line by line, 
and store it in a StringBuffer: 

 FileInputStream fis = openFileInput(filename); 

 StringBuffer sBuffer = new StringBuffer(); 

 DataInputStream dataIO = new DataInputStream(fis); 

 String strLine = null; 

 while ((strLine = dataIO.readLine()) != null)  

 { 

  sBuffer.append(strLine + “\n”); 

 } 

 dataIO.close(); 

 fis.close(); By : - Hetal Thaker 

Working with Files and Directories 

 Reading XML Files 

 The Android SDK includes several utilities for working with 
XML files, including SAX, an XML Pull Parser, and limited DOM, 
Level 2 Core support. 

  

 Important XML Utility Packages 

  Methods Purpose 

android.sax.* Framework to write standard SAX handlers. 

android.util.Xml.* XML utilities including the XMLPullParser. 

org.xml.sax.* Core SAX functionality. Project: www.saxproject.org/. 

javax.xml.* SAX and limited DOM, Level 2 Core support. 

org.w3c.dom Interfaces for DOM, Level 2 Core. 

org.xmlpull.* XmlPullParser and XMLSerializer interfaces as well as a 
SAX2 Driver class. Project: www.xmlpull.org/. 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 Using Context.openFileOutput() and Context.openFileInput() 
are good enough if a few files and you want them stored in 
the /files subdirectory. 

  

 To interact with the Android file system using the standard 
java.io.File class methods. 

 

 The following code gets a File object for the /files application 
subdirectory and retrieves a list of all filenames in that 
directory: 

 File pathForAppFiles = getFilesDir(); 

 String[] fileList = pathForAppFiles.list(); 
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Working with Files and Directories 

  File fileDir = getFilesDir(); 

 String strNewFileName = “myFile.txt”; 

 String strFileContents = “Some data for our file”; 

 File newFile = new File(fileDir, strNewFileName); 

 newFile.createNewFile(); 

 FileOutputStream fo = 

  new FileOutputStream(newFile.getAbsolutePath()); 

 fo.write(strFileContents.getBytes()); 

 fo.close(); 

 

 Use File objects to manage files within a desired directory and 
create subdirectories. 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 For example, To store “track” files within “album” directories. 
Or  To create a file in a directory other than the default. 

  

 To cache some data to speed up your application’s 
performance and how often it accesses the network.  

  

 In this instance, you might want to create a cache file. 

 

 There is also a special application directory for storing cache 
files.  

 Cache files are stored in the following location on the Android 
file system:  /data/data/<package name>/cache/ 
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Working with Files and Directories 

 The following code gets a File object for the /cache application 
subdirectory, creates a new file in that specific directory, writes 
some data to the file, closes the file, and then deletes it: 

File pathCacheDir = getCacheDir(); 

String strCacheFileName = “myCacheFile.cache”; 

String strFileContents = “Some data for our file”; 

File newCacheFile = new File(pathCacheDir, strCacheFileName); 

newCacheFile.createNewFile(); 

FileOutputStream foCache = 

new FileOutputStream(newCacheFile.getAbsolutePath()); 

foCache.write(strFileContents.getBytes()); 

foCache.close(); 

newCacheFile.delete(); 
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Storing data using SQLite Database 

 For occasions when application requires a more robust data 
storage mechanism, the Android file system includes support 
for application-specific relational databases using SQLite.  

 

 SQLite databases are lightweight and file-based, making them 
ideally suited for embedded devices. 

 

 These databases and the data within them are private to the 
application. 

  

 To share application data with other applications, it must be 
exposed, the data can be shared by making  it as content 
provider. 
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Storing data using SQLite Database 

 The Android SDK includes a number of useful SQLite database 
management classes, these classes are found in the 
android.database.sqlite package. 

 

 The classes for managing database creation and versioning, 
database management, and query builder helper classes to 
help you format proper SQL statements and queries. 

  

 The package also includes specialized Cursor objects for 
iterating query results, can also find all the specialized 
exceptions associated with SQLite. 
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Storing data using SQLite Database 

 The Android SDK includes a number of useful SQLite database 
management classes, these classes are found in the 
android.database.sqlite package. 

 

 The classes for managing database creation and versioning, 
database management, and query builder helper classes to 
help you format proper SQL statements and queries. 

  

 The package also includes specialized Cursor objects for 
iterating query results, can also find all the specialized 
exceptions associated with SQLite. 
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Storing data using SQLite Database 

 If your application works with a different sort of database, You 
can also find more generic database classes (within the 
android.database package) to help you work with data from 
other providers. 

 

 To programmatically creating and using SQLite databases, 
developers can also interact directly with their application’s 
database using the sqlite3 command-line tool that’s 
accessible through the ADB shell interface. 
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Creating Database SQLite Database 

 Creating a SQLite Database Instance Using the Application 
Context : 

 SQLiteDatabase mDatabase; 

 mDatabase = 
openOrCreateDatabase(“my_sqlite_database.db”, 

  SQLiteDatabase.CREATE_IF_NECESSARY,null); 

 

 Finding the Application’s Database File on the Device File 
System 

 Android applications store their databases (SQLite or 
otherwise) in a special application directory: 

 /data/data/<application package 
name>/databases/<databasename> 
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Storing data using SQLite Database 

 So, in this case, the path to the database would be 

 /data/data/com.androidbook.SimpleDatabase/databases/my_
sqlite_database.db 

 

  Configuring the SQLite Database Properties 

  

 Some important database configuration options include 
version, locale, and the thread-safe locking feature. 

 

 mDatabase.setLocale(Locale.getDefault()); 

 mDatabase.setLockingEnabled(true); 

 mDatabase.setVersion(1); 
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Creating table in SQLite Database 

 String s  =  

 "CREATE TABLE tbl_authors (id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY 
AUTOINCREMENT,firstname TEXT,lastname TEXT);"; 

  

 mDatabase.execSQL(s); 
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Inserting data using SQLite Database 

 Inserting data to the table : 

 Method : 1 

  mDatabase.execSQL( "insert into tbl_authors(firstname, 
lastname) values ('Yashvant', 'Kanetkar' );" ); 

 

 Method : 2 

 ContentValues values = new ContentValues(); 

 values.put("firstname", "Yashvant"); 

 values.put("lastname", "Kanetkar"); 

 mDatabase.insert("tbl_authors", null, values); 
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Updating data using SQLite Database 

 Updating data to the table : 

 Method : 1 

  mDatabase.execSQL("update tbl_authors set firstname='I' 
where lastname='Bayross';"); 

 

 Method : 2 

 ContentValues values = new ContentValues(); 

 values.put("firstname", "Y"); 

 mDatabase.update("tbl_authors", values, "lastname=?", new 
String[] {"Kanetkar"});   
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Deleting data using SQLite Database 

 Deleting data to the table : 

 Method : 1 

 mDatabase.execSQL("delete from tbl_authors where 
firstname='I'"); 

 

 Method : 2 

 mDatabase.delete("tbl_authors", "firstname=?", new 
String[]{"Y"});  
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Inserting data using SQLite Database 

 insert() method is used to add new data to tables. 

 

  ContentValues object is used to pair the column names to the 
column values for the record we want to insert.   

  

 The insert() method returns the id of the newly created 
record. 

 

 There is also another helpful method called insertOrThrow(), 
which does the same thing as the insert() method but throws 
a SQLException on failure, which can be helpful, especially if 
your inserts are not working and you’d really like to know why. 
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Updating data using SQLite Database 

 Modify records in the database using the update() method. 

  

 The update() method takes four arguments: 

• The table to update records. 

• A ContentValues object with the modified fields to update. 

• An optional WHERE clause, in which ? identifies a WHERE 
clause argument. 

• An array of WHERE clause arguments, each of which is 
substituted in place of the ?’s from the second parameter. 

 

 Passing null to the WHERE clause modifies all records within 
the table, modify individual records by their unique identifier. 
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Deleting data using SQLite Database 

 Remove records from the database using the remove() 
method. 

  

 The remove() method takes three arguments: 

• The table to delete the record from. 

• An optional WHERE clause, in which ? identifies a WHERE 
clause argument. 

• An array of WHERE clause arguments, each of which is 
substituted in place of the ?’s from the second parameter. 

 

 Passing null to the WHERE clause deletes all records within 
the table. : mDatabase.delete(“tbl_authors”, null, null); 
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Working with Transactions 

 Often you have multiple database operations you want to 
happen all together or not at all. 

 

 Use SQL Transactions to group operations together; if any of 
the operations fails, you can handle the error and either 
recover or roll back all operations.  

  

 If the operations all succeed, you can then commit them. 
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Working with Transactions 

 mDatabase.beginTransaction(); 

 try { 

  // Insert some records, updated others, delete a few 

  // Do whatever you need to do as a unit, then commit it 

  mDatabase.setTransactionSuccessful(); 

 } catch (Exception e) { 

  // Transaction failed. Failed! Do something here. 

  // It’s up to you. 

 } finally { 

  mDatabase.endTransaction(); 

 } 
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Working with Transactions 

 A transaction always begins with a call to beginTransaction() 
method and a try/catch block.  

 

 If your operations are successful, you can commit your 
changes with a call to the setTransactionSuccessful() method.  

 

 If you do not call this method, all your operations are rolled 
back and not committed. 

 

 Finally, you end your transaction by calling endTransaction(). 
It’s as simple as that. 
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Querying SQLite Database 

 Querying  is partly a matter of designing an appropriate 
database schema, and partly achieved by crafting SQL queries, 
most of which are SELECT statements. 

 

 Android provides many ways in which you can query your 
application database. 

• Can run raw SQL query statements (strings).  

• Use a number of different SQL statement builder utility 
classes to generate proper query statements from the ground 
up. 

• Bind specific user interface controls such as container views to 
your backend database directly. 
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Working with Cursors 

 Results are returned from a SQL query, you often access them 
using a Cursor found in the android.database.Cursor class.  

  

 Cursor objects are rather like file pointers; they allow random 
access to query results. 

  

 Think of query results as a table, in which each row 
corresponds to a returned record. 

  

 The Cursor object includes helpful methods for determining 
how many results were returned by the query the Cursor 
represents and methods for determining the column names 
(fields) for each returned record 
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Working with Cursors 

 The columns in the query results are defined by the query, not 
necessarily by the database columns. 

 

 These might include calculated columns, column aliases, and 
composite columns. 

 

 // SIMPLE QUERY: select * from tbl_books 

 Cursor c = 
 mDatabase.query(“tbl_books”,null,null,null,null,null,null); 

 // Do something quick with the Cursor here... 

 c.close(); 
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Working with Cursors 

 The columns in the query results are defined by the query, not 
necessarily by the database columns. 

 

 These might include calculated columns, column aliases, and 
composite columns. 

 

 // SIMPLE QUERY: select * from tbl_books 

 Cursor c = 
 mDatabase.query(“tbl_books”,null,null,null,null,null,null); 

 // Do something quick with the Cursor here... 

 c.close(); 
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Working with Cursors 

 Managing cursor as a part of application life cycle : 

 

 When cursor returns multiple records or does some intensive 
tasks then consider running this operation as a separate 
thread other than UI Thread. 

 

 Cursor object must be managed as a part of application life 
cycle. 

 

 When the application pauses or shuts down, the Cursor must 
be deactivated with a call to the deactivate() method. 
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Working with Cursors 

 When the application restarts, the Cursor should refresh its 

 data using the requery() method. 

 

 When the Cursor is no longer needed, a call to close() must be 
made to release its resources. 

 

 Developer can hand off the responsibility of managing Cursor 
objects to the parent Activity by using the Activity method 
called startManagingCursor(). 

 

 Calling above method : the Activity handles the rest i.e. 
deactivating and reactivating the Cursor as necessary and 
destroying the Cursorwhen the Activity is destroyed. 
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Working with Cursors 

 You can always begin manually managing the Cursor object 
again later by simply calling stopManagingCursor(). 

 

 Example of performing the simple query and then hand over 
Cursor management to the parent Activity: 

 // SIMPLE QUERY: select * from tbl_books 

 Cursor c = 
 mDatabase.query(“tbl_books”,null,null,null,null,null,null); 

 startManagingCursor(c); 
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Working with Cursors 

  Iterating Rows of Query Results and Extracting Specific Data: 

 Use the Cursor to iterate those results, one row at a time 
using various navigation methods such as moveToFirst(), 
moveToNext(), and isAfterLast(). 

 

 Because SQLite is not strongly typed, you can always pull  
fields out as Strings using the getString() method, but you can 
also use the type-appropriate extraction utility function to 
enforce type safety in your application. 
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Working with Cursors 

  Iterating Rows of Query Results and Extracting Specific Data: 

 Use the Cursor to iterate those results, one row at a time 
using various navigation methods such as moveToFirst(), 
moveToNext(), and isAfterLast(). 

 

 Because SQLite is not strongly typed, you can always pull  
fields out as Strings using the getString() method, but you can 
also use the type-appropriate extraction utility function to 
enforce type safety in your application. 
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Working with Cursors 

 The following method takes a valid Cursor object, prints the 
number of returned results, and then prints some column 
information (name and number of columns) & it iterates 
through the query results, printing each record. 

 

 Sample Code 
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Working with Cursors 

 Executing simple queries : 

  

  query() method is available in SQLiteDatabase class. 

 

 This method queries the database and returns any results as 
in a Cursor object. 

 

 The query() method we mainly use takes the following 
parameters: 

1. [String]:The name of the table to compile the query against 
 

2. [String Array]: List of specific column names to return (use 
null for all) 
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Working with Cursors 

3. [String] The WHERE clause: Use null for all; might include 
selection args as ?’s 
 

4. [String Array]:Any selection argument values to substitute in 
for the ?’s in the earlier parameter 
 

5. [String] GROUP BY clause: null for no grouping 
 

6. [String] HAVING clause: null unless GROUP BY clause requires 
one 
 

7. [String] ORDER BY clause: If null, default ordering used 
 

8. [String] LIMIT clause: If null, no limit 

  

  

cursor_code.png
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Working with Cursors 

 Cursor c = mDatabase.query(“tbl_books”,null,null,null,null,null,null); 

 SELECT * FROM tbl_books;  

 

 Cursor c = mDatabase.query(“tbl_books”, null, “id=?”, new 
String*+,“9”-, null, null, null); 

 SELECT * tbl_books WHERE id=9;   

 

 String asColumnsToReturn*+ = , “title”, “id” -; 

 String strSortOrder = “title ASC”; 

 Cursor c = mDatabase.query(“tbl_books”, asColumnsToReturn, 

  null, null, null, null, strSortOrder); 

 SELECT title, id FROM tbl_books ORDER BY title ASC; 
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Working with Cursors 

 The individual parameters for the clauses (WHERE, GROUP BY, 
HAVING, ORDER BY, LIMIT) are all Strings, but you do not need 
to include the keyword, such as WHERE. Instead, you include 

 the part of the clause after the keyword. 

 

 Selecting all results might be fine for tiny databases, but it is 
not terribly efficient. 

 

 Always tailor your SQL queries to return only the results you 
require with no extraneous information included.  
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Working with Cursors 

 Executing More Complex Queries Using SQLiteQueryBuilder 
 

 As your queries get more complex and involve multiple tables, 
you should leverage the SQLiteQueryBuilder convenience 
class, which can build complex queries (such as joins) 
programmatically.   

 

 When more than one table is involved, you need to make sure 
you refer to columns within a table by their fully qualified 
names. 

 

 Use a SQLiteQueryBuilder to build and execute a simple 
INNER JOIN between two tables to get a list of books with 
their authors: 
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Working with Cursors 

  Query with a inner join 

  

 SELECT tbl_books.title, 

 tbl_books.id, 

 tbl_authors.firstname, 

 tbl_authors.lastname, 

 tbl_books.authorid 

 FROM tbl_books 

 INNER JOIN tbl_authors on tbl_books.authorid=tbl_authors.id 

 ORDER BY title ASC; 
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Working with Cursors 

SQLiteQueryBuilder queryBuilder = new SQLiteQueryBuilder(); 

queryBuilder.setTables(“tbl_books, tbl_authors”); 

queryBuilder.appendWhere(“tbl_books.authorid=tbl_authors.id”); 

String asColumnsToReturn[] = { 

“tbl_books.title”, 

“tbl_books.id”, 

“tbl_authors.firstname”, 

“tbl_authors.lastname”, 

“tbl_books.authorid” -; 

String strSortOrder = “title ASC”; 

Cursor c = queryBuilder.query(mDatabase, asColumnsToReturn, 

null, null, null, null,strSortOrder); 
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Working with Cursors 

 Executing Raw Queries Without Builders and Column-
Mapping 

 

 [All these helpful Android query utilities can sometimes make 
building and performing a nonstandard or complex query too 
verbose. 

 

  In this case consider the rawQuery() method. 

 

 The rawQuery() method simply takes a SQL statement String 
(with optional selection arguments if you include ?’s) and 
returns a Cursor of results. 
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Working with Cursors 

 A UNION query is feasible with the QueryBuilder, but their 
implementation is cumbersome when you start using column 

 aliases and the like. 

 

 To execute the following SQL UNION query, which returns a 
list of all book titles and authors whose name contains the 
substring ow (that is Hallows, Rowling), as in the following: 

 
 SELECT title AS Name, ‘tbl_books’ AS OriginalTable 

 FROM tbl_books WHERE Name LIKE ‘%ow%’ 

 UNION SELECT (firstname||’ ‘|| lastname) AS Name, ‘tbl_authors’ AS 
OriginalTable  FROM tbl_authors WHERE Name LIKE ‘%ow%’ 

 ORDER BY Name ASC; 
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Working with Cursors 

 String sqlUnionExample = “SELECT title AS Name, ‘tbl_books’ 
AS OriginalTable from tbl_books WHERE Name LIKE ? UNION 
SELECT (firstname||’ ‘|| lastname) AS Name, ‘tbl_authors’ AS 
OriginalTable from tbl_authors WHERE Name LIKE ? ORDER BY 
Name ASC;”; 

  

 Cursor c = mDatabase.rawQuery(sqlUnionExample, 

  new String*+, “%ow%”, “%ow%”-); 
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Deleting SQLite Database 

  Always close a database when you are not using it. 

 To drop our tables and triggers, execute three SQL statements: 

 mDatabase.execSQL(“DROP TABLE tbl_books;”); 

 mDatabase.execSQL(“DROP TABLE tbl_authors;”); 

 mDatabase.execSQL(“DROP TRIGGER IF EXISTS 
 fk_insert_book;”); 
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Closing SQLite Database 

 Close your database when you are not using it. 

 You can close the database using the close() method of your 
SQLiteDatabase instance, like this: 

 

 mDatabase.close(); 
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Closing SQLite Database 

 Deleting a SQLite Database Instance Using the Application 
Context 

 

 The simplest way to delete a SQLiteDatabase is to use the 
deleteDatabase() method of application Context. 

 

 Delete databases by name and the deletion is permanent. 

 

 You lose all data and schema information. 

 deleteDatabase(“my_sqlite_database.db”); 
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Designing Persistent Database  

 An application creates a database and uses it for the rest of 
the application’s lifetime—by which we mean until the 
application is uninstalled from the phone. 

 

 In reality, most mobile applications do not create a database 
on-the-fly, use them, and then delete them.  

 

 Instead, they create a database the first time they need it and 
then use it. 

 

 The Android SDK provides a helper class called 
SQLiteOpenHelper to help you manage your application’s 
database. 
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Designing Persistent Database  

 Extend that class and then instantiate an instance of it as a 
member variable for use within your application. 

  

 Keeping track of persistent database field names : 

  

 Program : 1 
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Designing Persistent Database  

 To extend the SQLiteOpenHelper class, we must implement 
several important methods namely override are onCreate(), 
onUpgrade(), and onOpen(), which help manage the database 
versioning. 
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Binding Data to the Application User 
Interface  

 To fill drop-down lists with values from a database table, or fill 
out form values, or display only certain results 

 

 Developer, can decide whether to use builtin data-binding 
functionality provided with certain user interface controls,  

 or you canbuild your own user interfaces from the ground up. 
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